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ADVENTURE 1: THE JOURNEY TO THE SOUTH POLE
MARCH 2018
Meet Rosie.

Rosie is a curious and adventurous penguin that lives in Antarctica. She loves to explore and write down everything she finds in her special green notebook.

She tends to wander a bit far from home... way too far!

Hello there! Wow, you’re a quick fish.

I wonder if I could swim that fast...

Whoa what’s that over there?

There are so many places to go!

I’ve never seen a gentoo penguin around here. Where is she going?

The penguins here are so tall... it’s crazy!

For such a small penguin, she sure is speedy.

Oh, I don’t think there is much of anything this way...

Who knows! Let’s find out!

On an adventure!

Antarctic Toothfish

Emperor Penguin

Gibbs decided to follow Rosie to see what she was up to.

The mountains got smaller and the coastline disappeared. There were no other penguins in sight.

We make a pretty good team!

Yeah! Look how deep this goes! It sure would be fun to investigate...

Don’t even think about it, Rosie...

Oh alright.

Crevasse

Penguin Waddle

OH HERE I COME! Ready? 1...2...3... JUMP!

This ice crack is so neat!
Days passed without any sign of fish. They had no clue where they were, and they needed to move fast...

Man, I'm getting really hungry...

It looks like the remains of an Antarctic expedition.

What could that be?! It looks like fish!

Wow! Salmon! Cool! We'll have a feast!

What could that be?!

I love how she gets excited about everything.

I think we call an engineer!

Count me in! To the strange blue box we go!!!

Are you ready for the next adventure?

Switching gears, they set sail toward that strange blue box off in the distance, wondering what it could possibly be...

That's what I call an engineer!

Brilliant! This is even better than fish!

Ta-Da! All aboard!

Better than fish? I never thought I'd hear you say that...

I didn't know this place even existed.

I bet we're the world's fastest penguins!!!

Let's go check it out!

Hooray! I see cans of fish!

Ropes, crates, bottles... Wait! Wait! It's not junk, it's...!

Ah, we can put this rope around this box and...

Oh! This pole here!

Wait! Wait! It's not junk, it's...

What's a strange blue box doing here?

Woooooaaa.

Slow down! Do you see that over there?

What's a strange blue box doing here?

That's what I call an engineer!

Brilliant! This is even better than fish!

Ta-Da! All aboard!

Better than fish? I never thought I'd hear you say that...

I didn't know this place even existed.

I bet we're the world's fastest penguins!!!

Let's go check it out!

Hooray! I see cans of fish!

Ropes, crates, bottles... Wait! Wait! It's not junk, it's...

Ah, we can put this rope around this box and...

Oh! This pole here!

Wait! Wait! It's not junk, it's...

What's a strange blue box doing here?

Woooooaaa.

Slow down! Do you see that over there?

What's a strange blue box doing here?

With Gibbs steering in the back and Rosie navigating in the front, they darted across the white empty snowscape.

Count me in! To the strange blue box we go!
Rosie's Discoveries

Antarctic toothfish:
A species of cod icefish that swims in extremely cold water. They can grow up to the size of a small human and they are very delicious.

Emperor penguin:
The tallest penguin! They are known for their bright yellow and orange markings near their face. Male emperors will sit on their eggs in the freezing cold for two whole months. That's so neat!

Gentoo penguin:
That's me! We love to eat krill and fish. We are lighter in color when we are younger. I thought by now I would already have the cool white marks that older penguins have by their eyes, but I guess I will have to wait longer.

Penguin waddle or colony:
A group of penguins on land is called a waddle. In the water it is a raft of penguins. Other words include a rookery, a huddle, and a colony.

Crevasse:
A large crack that forms from stresses in the ice. Crevasses can be really deep and are sometimes hidden under the snow.

Antarctic expeditions:
In 1911, two expeditions were racing to be the first people to the South Pole. One was led by Roald Amundsen and the other by Robert Falcon Scott. Roald beat Robert by only a few weeks. I wonder if we are the first penguins to be in this part of Antarctica.

Strange blue box: ???